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Changes since -00

• Added dash issue
  – RFC3761 does not allow dashes in Type

• Introduced abbreviation “X-Enumservice” and used it throughout the document
  --> experimental, private or trial Enumservice

• Clarified section URI Schemes

• Expert Review for X-Enumservices
Open Issues

• Sync with RFC3761bis
  – Intended Usage:
    "EXPERIMENTAL", "PRIVATE", and "TRIAL"
      • Alternative: just re-use “LIMITED USE”
    – dash in 'X-' to allowed chars

• Need for "duration of Registration?"

• Define process for Expert Review

• Additional (IANA) Registry or just use the same IANA Registry as for ordinary Enumservice registrations?

• Require a first Security analysis for trial registrations?
Step forward

- Apply as WG item?